[Meiosis spindle formation and chromosome behavior in diploid potatoes with 'fused spindles' mutation].
Chromosomal behaviour and spindle morphology were studied in microsporogenesis of two kinds of diploid potato clones: with normal meiosis, and with "fused spindles" (fs) occurring during the second meiotic division from prometaphase II (proMII) to telophase II (TII). For the first time, morphological effect of fs was found at the late proMII stage to be expressed as two interrelated processes: 1) abnormal chromosome movement, which resulted in joining two groups of chromosomes in the central zone of meiocytes, and 2) abnormal formation of two spindles in the direction to two division poles instead of four poles that actually led to the formation of a united bipolar spindle. Thus, it is not the fusion of two parallel spindles but the formation of united bipolar spindle that constitutes fs abnormality, while the parallel co-orientation of two spatially separated meiotic spindles is a norm in diploid potato. These primary abnormalities detected at proMII resulted in abnormalities at its subsequent meiotic stages: formation of fused spindle and united metaphase plate at MII, bipolar chromosome segration at anaphase II, formation of two telophase nuclei at TII and dyads at the tetrad stage. The results obtained evidence the polar division disturbance in diploid potato clones with fs abnormality.